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“The peoples’ toilet”
Mobile and ready to use toilet for pit
For Schools, Clinics, IDP, Refugee and Army Camps
and other Institutions, Farms, Homes and
Construction Sites.

improving sanitation from pit to pit

MOBILET is the most convenient and least expensive long
term sanitation solution wherever pit toilets are suitable.
It comprises of two major parts, a slab and a hut.

Mobile and re-usable
from pit to pit

Key benefits for all users are:A simple “do-it-yourself” solution designed for quick
and easy installation directly over a pit by one-self.
However, a little masonary work may be required in
most areas

20 years’
expected lifespan
Modular for 2 - 6
or more stances

Re-usability - move both hut and slab from an old
full pit to a new pit - hence the name MOBILET!

Lightweight - easy
to transport and install

Modular, several MOBILET stances can be installed
together rapidly for schools and other institutions See overleaf

Standard product
Clean and hygienic
-made from plastic

Also available - MOBILET-UR urinal for males,
MOBILET-WR washroom for females and MOBILET-HC
for the handicapped pupils and the elderly

No more abandoned
latrines - saves money

Lightweight and well ventilated for the hottest
conditions

When old pit is full,
move MOBILET to a new
pit. When new pit is full
empty old pit and move
MOBILETback to old pit

New
Pit

Rotationally moulded using polyethylene stabilised
against the harmful effects of sunlight to give an
expected lifespan of 20 years.
Outside of hut - white or any other lighter colour.
Inside of hut and slab - black or other colour such as
grey

Old
Pit

Squatting Slab and the Slab with Pedestal - can be
purchased separately
So compared to traditional pit latrines, MOBILET is by far the best, least expensive and longer lasting sanitation solution!

Masonary Pit Latrine

Corrugated G.I. Sheet Metal Pit Latrine

NO

NO

Fixed - not mobile
and rusts quickly
Abandoned when pit is
full - money lost and
causes land shortage
Concrete base heavy
- causes pit collapse
Skilled contractor needed
- not a standard product
Smelly and dirty

Fixed - not mobile
Abandoned when pit is
full - money lost and
causes land shortage
Heavy - 2 tons - causes
pit collapse
Skilled contractor needednot a standard product
Smelly and dirty
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AQUASAN s.a. Bujumbura

KENTAINERS Ltd. Nairobi
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Tel: 254 020 251 9098 / 251 9099
Fax: 254 (020) 476 5585
info@kentainers.co.ke www.aquasantec.com
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for water and sanitation

MOBILET MULTI - STANCE INSTALLATION
for Schools, Clinics, IDP, Refugee and Army Camps and Other Institutions
For Handicaped Pupils
and the Elderly

Urinal for Males or
Washroom for Females

MOBILET

MOBILET -HC

MOBILET

MOBILET

MOBILET

MOBILET
UR or WR

PIT

Urine and faeces

MOBILET - SINGLE STANCE

Standard Slab for MOBILET

Larger Slab with Pedestal
for Handicpped and Elderly

Larger Slab for Urinals

Larger Slab for Girl’s Washroom

MOBILET

OTHER INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS
150 to 10,000 Ltrs.

Urine diverting
mobile
toilet

Low Cost Environmental
Friendly Indoor Toilet

R

diverts urine

restores soil fertility

WONDER-LOO MOBI-LOO
securing water for healthy living

The Total Rainwater Solution

improving sanitation

for better environment

Ideal For Every Family

Divert urine

restore soil fertility

Ideal for Unstable Soils

Do It Yourself
Ecological
Toilet

Shallow Well Liner

EKO-LOO
improving sanitation

for a better environment

EKO-LOO PERMAWELL
improving sanitation

for a better environment

Ideal for Unstable Soils

lining shallow wells quick & easy

Own your own well

